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ABSTRACT: The essential point of this research study paper is to direct a writing relating to Business 

Environment (BE) arose Real Estate Industry due to COVID19 pandemic. This paper is exploratory in 

nature which covered the current literature writing accessible nearby BE, with the critical spotlight on 

Business and Management writing for Real Estate industry (Realty) arose due to COVID19. During this 

literature study we discovered strangely, COVID19 pandemic created extensive Economic disturbances, 

Business challenges and potential for future business in the present-day BE for various businesses' 

functions and/or lines of businesses even for Real Estate industry as well. This study discovered that there 

is a good potential to further examine the quantified effect of pandemic on Real Estate industry in a much 

comprehensive approach to give an exercise learning from COVID19 context to future business leaders 

and the board research perspective. This examination finished with recommendation for future 

comprehensive exploration and recognizing a few effects of COVID19 on different parts of BE to the 

Management and Realty Business. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the year 2020 the pandemic COVID19 raised once again the question of how firms with 

worldwide manufacturing with globally interdependent supply chain can endure lockdowns effects 

and social distancing. Are companies just looking  for their own profits and survival, or do they 

need to take a step forward and provide resources and knowledge to save humanity without 

quarterly revenue and guidance? Also redefine businesses' role in the society. Is the  business' role 

just to do business, or more than just doing business? After Industrial Revolution in Western 

countries viz. France, Germany, the UK, and the US,  business of business is more than just 

business (Sheth, Jagdish 2020). Further COVID19 also created New Normal Business 

Environment which posed unpresidential circumstances to the Business enterprise's management 

at different levels (Uttamkumar Kinange & Nikhil Patil, Nov, 2020). 
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OBJECTIVES 

Below are the key objectives of this literature examination study paper. 

• To study Business and Management writing around the Real Estate Industry (Realty) Business 

Environment literature arising out of COVID19 circumstance. 

• To understand the Disruptions, Challenges, Resilience, and future potential in the 

contemporary Realty Business Environment due to the COVID19 pandemic. 

 

ABOUT BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT (BE) 

The Business Environment, is blend of situational components, actors, and forces, which 

is categorized by diverse standards in which any business is performed. BE is the premise for 

business formation and development. BE has information vulnerability, dynamism, eccentrics of 

procedures and comes about of their exercises, which constantly need a modification of old 

methods to arrangement of competitive techniques and business management within the 

worldwide economy which shape and impact working of any business (Sardak S.Е. & 

Movchanenko I.V. 2018). BE is also including the firm, and all that's beyond limits of the 

organization and sectoral boundaries, environments which are categorized by innovations, 

seriously competition, widespread concentrated, information exchange, vulnerabilities around 

government policies and other variables which will undermine company's long-term prospects 

(Daniel Nascimento-e-Silva et al., 2019). 

 

Business environment is multi-dimensional concept which comprises of components like 

technological innovations, government policies, advertise competitiveness and regulations, and 

location among others Anand & Ward (2004). BE too comprises of corruption, regulatory 

environment, access to infrastructure, and economic progress (Bah and Fang, 2015). It is 

contended that conditions and nature of business environment will impact business operations of 

any given industry and the way the business execution (Wong et al. 2014; Yu & Ramanathan, 

2012; Abimbola & Agboola, 2011; Sohal & Perry, 2006). 

 

As per Elbanna & Child (June, 2007) business environmental features is having 

conspicuous impact on the balanced performance of managers which activities behind strategic 

decision making which are either spurred or energized by natural dangers will be more levelheaded 

than those that are made in reaction to business environmental prospects. 
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REALTY – REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY 

IBEF (Feb, 2022), categorizes Real Estate into Four (4) sub sectors – Housing, Retail, 

Hospitality, and Commercial. The growth of Realty Industry is well accompanied by the growth 

in the business environment and the demand for office space as well as urban and semi-urban 

residentials. In India, the construction industry ranked third among the 14 major industries in terms 

of direct, indirect, and induced effects in all sectors of the economy. Also, Indian real estate 

industry is second-highest employment generator, after the agriculture sector. It is expected that 

Realty industry will invite more Non-Resident Indian (NRI) investment, both in short and long 

terms. Bengaluru is expected to be the most preferred property investment destination for NRIs, 

followed by Ahmedabad, Pune, Chennai, Goa, Delhi and Dehradun. 

 

FE Bureau (Apr, 2022), ratings and research firm ICRA for the financial year 2022-2023, 

has revised it's outlook for residential real estate industry from negative to stable, which indicates 

that Indian realty industry is on recovery path from COVID-19 pandemic. Healthy demand 

prospects and pricing flexibility in completed projects can help real estate developers to maintain 

the profitability margins. 

 

KNIGHT FRANK-NAREDCO (Q1, 2022) The Knight Frank India and National Real 

Estate Development Council (NAREDCO) Real Estate Sentiment Index has increased to 68 for 

Current sentiment, which indicates the respondents' assessment of the present scenario compared 

to six months back and the Future sentiment, which represents respondents' expectations for the 

next six months, has recorded its historical best at 75. It's also observed that the demand for 

residential and office space in many Indian cities has breaching it's pre-COVID levels. However, 

the scenario is extremely dynamic with supply chain disruption, input cost pressure and anticipated 

interest rate increase. 

 

NEW NORMAL REALTY 

KPMG India, (May, 2020) reported that the pandemic COVID19 outbreak reshaped 'New 

Normal' in the business environment. The short-term damaging impact of this pandemic is reduced 

businesses worth & businesses growth forecasts for most of sectors of economies. As the 

Government of India's lockdown has shortened the adversative health effect to a level, the 

resilience in Indian economy, although loss, is projected to improve in times to come. 
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New Normal Business Environment and the way forward can be studied in below 

mentioned 3 (Three) dimensions, 

1) Economic Disruptions due to COVID19 

2) New Normal Opportunities 

3) Challenges due to New Normal Business Environment 

 

1) Economic Disruptions due to COVID19 

Organizations might see openings by watching basic changes in the mentality, conduct and 

making mind maps. They will break down the progressions in client conduct. Fluctuations inside 

the manner in which organizations approach activity tangle incorporate work from home, useful 

activities, supply expanding amazing open doors and as well as addition of arrangement level 

before other monetary and social peculiarities, tantamount to this pandemic. Coronavirus has 

impacted most countries inside the world, despite of nation, race, economic wellbeing, money 

related quality, wealth, or dejection. Anxiety and psychosis amplified the consequence of the social 

and economic emergency, and the general population, states and organizations reacted inside the 

most frightening ways, a couple by exaggerated measures, for sure uncommon, and others 

disregarding the circumstances by continuing life and activities as in the event that the 

contamination didn't happen (Morosan-Danila, L., and Bordeianu, O.M., 2020). 

 

 Countries with very much prepared risk management execution blueprints are faring 

unchallenged at lessening the spread of contamination, notwithstanding the way that that doesn't 

make them impervious to political and financial loads. The COVID19 pandemic has also showed 

up how organization disillusionment might incorporate inaction or over-fanatical movement by 

poorly prepared experts' cross-country to safeguard or recover consistent quality. The two closes 

of the reach debilitate accept and cooperation among residents and nations. Unified control 

measures could seem indispensable to stop or postpone the blowout of the infection and make up 

for frail specific and local area adaptability yet may too cause hurt (Richard Smith-Bingham & 

Kavitha Hariharan, 2020). 

 

 

2) New Normal Opportunities 

The financial effect of social distancing and lock downs course of action of governments 

as a measure to control the COVID19 pandemic spread destroyed different businesses. Presently, 

should business see out for its claim captivated or send its capabilities and assets to encounter the 
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pandemic COVID19 in spite at the cost of losses for short-term? Society and business are two peas 

in a unit, commonly prevent supportive each other and one cannot endure without the other. 

Businesses contributed in and maintained the neighbourhood communities, and the adjacent 

communities secured businesses and committed open resources. This invaluable association 

engaged company & its proprietors to develop all over the globe (Sheth, Jagdish 2020). 

 

It's hard to say precisely how the pandemic COVID19 shape the viewpoint on society, 

however it's possible that we are going to see a greater pinpoint on emergency arrangement, in 

general readiness, human bolster and providing crisis therapeutic help. It isn't conceivable to 

anticipate for inevitability what changes are at risk to be kept, when a few business organizations 

have as of now gotten driving situations. The firms that would develop which would adapt with 

varying circumstances; businesses that are able ceaselessly adjust to desires of the advertise and 

the seen comes about by making modern items / forms / techniques, learning, and offering 

scholarly people. Corporations may see openings by watching principal changes in demeanour and 

conduct and making intellect maps. Those would examine the variations in shopper conduct. 

Fluctuations within the manner businesses approach movement tangle include work from home, 

effective exercises, supplier diversification as well as the increment of the groundwork level before 

additional economic and societal marvels, comparative to this pandemic (Morosan-Danila, L., and 

Bordeianu, O. M., 2020). Key differentiator part within the success or failure of any firm among 

closely competing organizations is business strategies formulation and implementation. And at the 

center of business strategy formulation process for any organization there lies opportune and well-

suited Procedures, in which “Strategic Decision Making” plays a vital part (Uttamkumar Kinange 

& Nikhil Patil, Dec, 2020). Within the Strategies formulation, Organization to consider different 

variables - which are either Inside and Outside in their landscape and make the point-by-point 

investigation of these variables some time recently the Choice Making (Uttamkumar Kinange & 

Nikhil Patil, July, 2020). 

 

In spite of the fact that COVID19 pandemic put the world to come on halt, there are strange 

business prospects which nations are profiting from either way. The longer term looks dubious for 

corporates with the uprising of irresistible ailments nearly each two a long time (ZikaVirus2016, 

Ebola2018 & COVID2019 etc.) including a widespread happening each century viz. Cholera1820, 

Spanish Flu1920 and COVID2019 (Gamette, Pius & Agyeiwaa, Angelina 2020). Past normal 

corporate working progression, representative assurance and showcase conservation, businesses 

as well as nations, ought to take a new see at their introduction to composite and advancing multi-
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dependencies that may complex the impacts of COVID19 and other emergencies. Assuming the 

fear and disregard pandemic cycle readiness, once COVID19 pandemic is limited, ample of the 

globally to return to satisfaction and stay less prepared for the unavoidable another episode. 

Corporates that contribute in vital, financial resilience, and operational to developing worldwide 

dangers would be way well situated to reply & improve (Richard Smith-Bingham & Kavitha 

Hariharan, 2020). 

 

3) Challenges due to New Normal Business Environment 

The COVID19 flare-up highlights breaks in worldwide believe, the downsides of 

internationalization and encounter for worldwide administration. Pandemic is both, independent 

business hazard as well as enhancer of vulnerabilities and prevailing patterns (Richard Smith-

Bingham & Kavitha Hariharan, 2020). COVID19 like circumstantial disturbances are categorized 

by so many unfamiliar, collaboration variables that attempting to get an advanced hold on the 

circumstance is progressing to over-burden and choice loss of motion. Acting on basic techniques 

is way better since it stabilizes the circumstance. Over time, the circumstance may end up so steady 

that instability is changed to chance. Within the setting of COVID19 pandemic disturbance, a few 

may wish to contend that those nations that early on received exceptionally straightforward 

procedures to manage with the disturbance (e.g., total lockdown over the board) fared superior in 

terms of life-years spared than those nations that attempted to embrace more modern 

methodologies. Be that as it may, a key issue is where the introductory basic procedures embraced 

to manage with disturbances come from. Here the probable bits of knowledge from the moment 

challenge gets to be germane (Nicolai J. Foss 2020). 

 

As corporate leaders steering to direct their firms through the COVID19 pandemic, choices 

running the extent from where to offer to how to address supply chain needs pivot on desires 

approximately longer term of internationalization. COVID19 has triggered a modern wave of 

internationalization praise, but most recent information as well as estimates suggest that pioneers 

must to arrange for a world where both globalization and anti-globalization weights stay 

determined highlights of commerce environment. Worldwide business pioneers can go past fair 

observing illness patterns and economic information — they can help incline the adjust from 

negative to positive input circles by contributive to wellbeing, development, and worldwide 

participation (Steven A Altman 2020). 

 

METHOD OF RESEARCH 
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Method of research adopted in this research study is review of the past studies and the 

outcome of the insights gained with the help of review of various past study writings available 

with focus on the writings in the area of COVID19 and Real Estate Industry (Realty) Business 

Environment from various research documents, journals, and articles. 

 

RESEARCH OUTCOMES 

This research study, comprehend that the COVID19 pandemic created extensive Economic 

disturbances, Business challenges and potential for future business in the present-day BE for 

various businesses' functions and/or lines of businesses even for Real Estate industry as well and 

created New Normal Realty which posed unpresidential situations to the Real Estate Industry. The 

researchers discovered that there is a good potential to further examine the quantified effect of 

pandemic on Real Estate industry Business Environment. 

 

Research Limitations and Future directions 

This review paper is a result of past studies including literature review, which intrinsically 

has a constraint of lacking in quantified evidence not outside of the referred Literatures as part of 

this research. Seeing this intrinsic constraint of the research methodology, further empirical studies 

can be made to study the influence of pandemic on "Real Estate Industry Business Environment". 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The researcher concludes this review paper by consolidating literatures around the 

considerable Economic disturbances, Business contests and potential for future business in the 

present-day BE for various businesses' functions and/or lines of businesses and created New 

Normal Realty which posed unpresidential situations to the Real Estate Industry Business 

Environment. 
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